


FLAPPER 
COAT RACK
Our popular FLAPPER Coat Rack is now available in a new 
finish. This Light Walnut/Warm Gold combination adds a 
modern touch and warmth to any entryway space. With 
nine flip-down hooks, FLAPPER provides easy 
to access storage while maintaining a small footprint.

• 9 flip-down hooks
• Sleek and modern design
• Real wooden finish
• Hooks push back when not in use for a seamless look

Design: Alan Wisniewski

LIGHT WALNUT/WARM GOLD 320361-1227
066-163023ETIHW

WHITE/NATURAL 320361-668
819-163023YARG

BLACK/WALNUT 320361-048

15.5 dia. x 66.5 in (39 dia. x 168.9 cm) 

U.S. PATENT NO. D639,087 
CDN. DES. REG. 134518 
EU DESIGN NO. 001808213-0006 
CHINA PATENT NO. CN 302892731 S

Packaging: Closed Box 

• 

 

Pillar also has a stool to store bags, plants or as a place to sit and put on your shoes
• Pillar features 6 hooks for clothes, towels, jackets, hats and more. 
  This coatrack utilizes vertical space and can be used in entryways to provide extra storage
• Pillar can be neatly tucked into a corner, making it a perfect solution for small-space living.
• This stylish wooden coatrack looks great in your entryway or any other room its placed.

PILLAR
STOOL / COAT RACK

PRISMA MIRROR

Design: Nate Asis  

BLACK / WALNUT
WHITE / NATURAL

 

1014257-668
1014257-048

49.9 dia. x 167 cm

Finding multi-functional furniture pieces that take up little space can be a difficult task. 
Both versatile and multi-purpose, Pillar Coatrack and Stool is a modern household essen-
tial. This freestanding coatrack and stool has 6 sturdy hooks to hold a variety of your 
items while its built-in stool can be used to store bags, plants or act as a place to sit and 
put on your shoes before heading out. Utilizing vertical space, this two-in-one coatrack 
works great for small spaces, having a small footprint while providing maximum storage. 
Pillar can be used in a variety of rooms: in your bedroom to organize clothes and acces-
sories, in your bathroom for towels or in your entryway for bags, jackets and more.


